To Program Multi-Repeater on 340A02 PCB with S0012A09 software version.

Do the following:
1. Remove the jumper marked “PARALLEL PRG”
2. Plug RKF Programmer onto the PRG pins.
3. Press and hold the “#” key on the Programmer.
4. Apply power “12V” the 340A02 PCB while holding the “#”.
5. Release “#” after 1 second, a dash(-) should appear on the programmer display.

Follow the programming instructions and proceed as normal.
REGISTER INPUT CHANNEL WHAT TO ENTER

1 = INPUT IS NORMALLY CLOSED
0 = INPUT IS NORMALLY OPEN

1 = 15 SECOND DETECTION TIME
0 = 0.5 SECOND DETECTION TIME

1 = INPUT WILL ACTIVATE SIREN
0 = INPUT WILL NOT ACTIVATE SIREN

1 = INPUT WILL REPORT "OPEN/CLOSE"
0 = NORMAL INPUT

1 = INPUT WILL REPORT "ALARM/RESTORE"
0 = NORMAL INPUT

DATA IS ENTERED FROM LEFT TO RIGHT. THE FACTORY DEFAULT SETTINGS ARE SHOWN BELOW THE OPTIONS.

PROGRAMMING THE ZONE OPTION REGISTERS

TO PROGRAM:
1. PRESS AND HOLD THE REGISTER NUMBER UNTIL [ ] IS DISPLAYED

TO VIEW:
1. BRIEFLY PRESS THE NUMBER OF THE REGISTER YOU WISH TO VIEW.

2. ENTER A SEQUENCE OF EIGHT 0 OR 1 AS REQUIRED

FACTORY DEFAULT SETTINGS ARE SHOWN BELOW THE OPTIONS.

PROGRAMMING THE IDENTITY REGISTE

REPEATER INTRINSIC CODE (OWN I.D.)

ENTER A 4-DIGIT NUMBER.

PROGRAMMING THE CHECK-IN TIME

AUTO TEST INTERVAL (IN HOUR)

VALUE IN HOURS OF INTERVAL BETWEEN SELF TESTS

FACTORY DEFAULTS (1 HOUR)

PROGRAMMING THE QD REPORT CODES

(Note: Data is entered from top to bottom.)

TO RESET TO FACTORY DEFAULTS: HOLD KEY [ ] UNTIL [ ] IS DISPLAYED
MULTI REPEATER AS "SIXTEM" REPEATER

MULTI REPEATER AS "TOPO / CHAMELEON" REPEATER

MULTI REPEATER AS "RKU" REPEATER

MULTI REPEATER AS TRANSVER WITH LOCAL MIMIC DISPLAY (RELAY EXPANDER)

MULTI REPEATER AS TRANSVER